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Drug Overdose Mortality Rates, by Town, Connecticut, 2015-2020
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Figure 3: Drug Overdose Mortality Rates, by Gender, Connecticut, 2015-2020 (Rate/100,000 Gender-Specific Population)
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The information in this guide was compiled from the following reliable and science-based resources.
Rather than providing direct links to individual pieces of information, the documentation below
includes the home page and a short description of the websites, organizations, and data portals
most likely to provide you with the additional information you need to protect your family. We
recommend searching each page for the specific information you need.
�

* CT Talk It Out

Any parent who wishes to access supports
are invited to call 833-258-5011 and engage
with trained professionals who will listen
and speak with them about their concerns.
If additional help is needed, they will be referred
to community-based services.

* Parent Hotline

You can connect with the Partnership for Drug
Free Kids (now Center on Addiction) Helpline
specialists to help you find answers and make
an action plan in the following ways:
Call 1-855-378-4373
Send a Text a Message to 55753

Center for Disease Control works 24/7

Community Coalitions

Communities throughout Connecticut have
substance prevention coalitions that you can
join as a community member. As a member of
your local prevention council and coalition you
become an active participant in the prevention
and reduction of youth substance misuse
efforts. Many of these coalitions also have a
youth committee for middle and high school
students who can also join and lend their voice
to this work. Through the delivery of evidenced
based strategies our community coalitions in
Connecticut are a part of the critical infrastructure
for healthy communities, youth, and families.

Connecticut Opioid
Overdose Prevention/Naloxone
(Narcan) Initiative

to protect America from health, safety and
security threats, both foreign and in the U.S.
Whether diseases start at home or abroad, are
chronic or acute, curable or preventable, human
error or deliberate attack, CDC fights disease
and supports communities and citizens to do
the same.

Naloxone, also known as Narcan, is a prescription
medication that reverses opioid overdoses. It is
a safe and easy to use medication that you ca
get from your doctor or a certified pharmacist.

Change the Script is a statewide public

promote the overall health and wellness of
individuals and communities by preventing or
delaying substance use. Prevention services
comprise six key strategies including information
dissemination, education, alternative activities,
strengthening communities, promoting positive
values, and problem identification & referral to
services.

awareness campaign to help communities deal
with the prescription drug and opioids misuse
crisis. It connects town leaders, healthcare
professionals, treatment professionals and
everyday people with the resources they need
to face prescription opioid misuse - and write a
new story about what we can accomplish when
we all work toward a shared goal. Materials also
available in Spanish.

CT Department of Mental Health
and Addiction Services is designed to

• CONTACT FOR IMMEDIATE ASSISTANCE
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